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Trained and Untrained Female Singers Using
Electroglottography Parameters: A Comparative Study
Chandan Biswas1, Indranil Chatterjee2, Joyanta C Mandal3

A b s t r ac t
Aim and objective: This study is aimed to evaluate and compare the effect of training on female trained (Hindustani classical) singers and
untrained singers using electroglottography (EGG) parameters.
Materials and methods: A total of 60 female subjects aged between 18 and 30 years were categorized into two groups: 30 female Hindustani
classical singers and 30 untrained female singers. EG-PC3 EGG system of Dr. Speech software, TigerDRS Inc was used for this study.
The following five parameters were taken into consideration: contact quotient (CQ), contact index (CI), contact quotient perturbation (CQP),
contact index perturbation (CIP), and contact ratio (CR). The recording procedure involved two tasks: singing and speech.
Results: By comparing these two groups with t-test, it has been found that p value is less than 0.05 (here α = 0.05 level of significance, 95%
confidence level) for all the parameters which revealed significant difference of EGG parameters in trained and untrained singers for singing
task as well as for speech task.
Conclusion: All the parameters are proved to be useful to show differences. The quantitative parameters with higher significance to differentiate
were CQ, CI, CQP, CIP, and CR, which provide information with respect to the glottis contact, the vibratory regularity, the vibration symmetry,
and the speed of closing and opening of the vocal folds.
Clinical significance: The study would help professional voice users to understand the impact of training on their phonatory capability and on
their everyday speech pattern, thereby providing vocal education to the singers to prevent vocal abuse especially in case of untrained singers.
Keywords: Electroglottography, Trained singer, Untrained singer, Vocal folds, Voice.
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Introduction
The physiology of vocal music is very complex. Vocal performers
train and practice to produce aesthetically pleasing sound. In its
physical aspect, singing has a well-defined technique that depends
on the use of the respiratory system, phonatory system, resonatory
system, and articulatory system that impose consonants and
vowels on the amplified sound. Though these four mechanisms
function independently, they are nevertheless coordinated in
the establishment of a vocal technique and are made to interact
upon one another. Sound also resonates within different parts of
the body, and an individual’s size and bone structure can affect
somewhat the sound produced by an individual. Singers can also
learn to project sound in certain ways so that it resonates better
within their vocal tract. This is known as vocal resonation.
Singers amongst professional voice users have the greatest
vocal demands and require the most sophisticated analysis.
However, the term trained singer, untrained singer, and
nonsinger are not bound by a set of precisely well-defined
criteria. Akerlund and Gramming are considered trained
singers, who had 4 years of training and 10 years of experience
of stage and concert and nonsingers as those individuals who
had no exposure to formal training in speech or music.1 Awan
considered trained singers as individuals who have been in
formal voice training program from a period of at least 2 years
and considered untrained singers as individuals with casual
singing experience. 2 According to Ghosh, trained singers have
an exposure to formal training for a period of 10 years, whereas
untrained singers practiced folklore/film songs on a regular basis
without any exposure to formal voice training. 3
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Electroglottography (EGG) uses the movement induced by
variations in the electric impedance and supplies information
about the vibratory patterns of the vocal folds in a noninvasive
way, what is highly useful since it permits the evaluation of the
patient in phonation physiological conditions. The usefulness of
this technique is worldwide acknowledged both in vocal clinic and
in research. It is being recently applied in education, especially in
the sung voice.4 The EGG measures the variation in impedance
to a very small electrical current between the electrodes pair
placed across the neck as the area of vocal fold contact changes
during voicing.
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Comparison between Trained and Untrained Female Singers Using EGG

Need of the Study
At present, very limited study review focusing solely on the impact
of voice training in professional voice users on EEG parameters in
Indian scenario. So it is very much essential to investigate the impact
of voice training among professional voice users. In the aspect of
speech science, EGG parameterization for classical singers should
be taken up to establish a reference in terms of normative for
the amount of changes possible to make the vocal pathogenesis
of two groups of singers, mainly trained and untrained singers.
Current studies are predominantly based on the Carnatic/Karnatic
style of classical singing, so need to focus on Hindustani classical
singing also for new dimension.

Aim

and

Objective

The present study is aimed to evaluate the effect of training on
EGG parameters and to compare EGG parameterization between
female trained (Hindustani classical) singers and untrained singers
and to validate whether EGG is a unique tool to differentiate
vocal fold vibratory characteristics between trained and
untrained singers.

M at e r ia l s

and

Methods

A total of 60 female subjects aged between 18 and 30 years
were taken for the study and categorized into two groups. The
categories are trained singers which consisted of 30 [mean
age = 22.74 years, standard deviation (SD) = 6.9] female Hindustani
classical singers and untrained singers consisted of 30 (mean
age = 22.16 years, SD = 5.3) female singers. The participants
who had no chronic medical problems or any history of voice
problems for the last 3 months, no laryngeal structural problem,
no respiratory tract infection during assessment, no history of
smoking, and had normal hearing and speech language abilities
were selected for this study.
EG-PC3 EGG system of Dr. Speech software (Version-4), Tiger
DRS Inc was used for this study. Sampling rate was 44,100 Hz and
the recording time was selected for 3 to 5 seconds. Parameters
of EGG will set in the Dr. Speech program. EGG calibration was
done according to the specification of Tiger Electroglottograph:
EG-PC3. The skin of the neck was prepared by rubbing with skin
prep gel. The electrodes, mounted on a Velcro strip, were smeared
with an electrode conductance gel and then put on the neck
tightly, so that the two electrodes lie overhanging the thyroid
lamina. Recording time period was set for 3 seconds in speech and
5 seconds for singing task in time window. Five parameters were
taken into consideration: contact quotient (CQ), contact index (CI),

contact quotient perturbation (CQP), contact index perturbation
(CIP), and contact ratio (CR).
The recording procedure involved two tasks: singing and
speech. In the singing task, the subjects were asked to produce the
vowel /æ/ at their habitual frequency and at comfortable loudness
level. The corresponding musical scale /do-re-me/ to their habitual
frequency was noted as the reference tone which was used further
in the procedure. The reference tone was again played out to the
subject. The subject matched the scale of the reference tone at
her comfortable loudness level. For maintaining the lowest level
of loudness, the subject increased the pitch through the musical
scales /do -re- me/ till the highest pitch level was reached. And in
speech task is determined by asking the subject to phonate /a/
vowel at comfortable loudness level.

R e s u lts
Descriptive statistics of EGG parameters for both the groups in two
different tasks was chosen for the present study (mean, standard
deviation, minimum value, and maximum value). Mean and SD of
each parameters for untrained singers are given in Table 1 and for
trained singers in Table 2.
Two-sample paired t-test was carried out to check whether any
significant difference exists between the untrained and trained
singers in both singing and speech task using EEG parameters. The
computed results are presented in Table 3 for singing task and in
Table 4 for speech task.
By comparing these two groups with t-test, it has been found
that p value is less than 0.05 (here at α = 0.05 level of significance,
95% confidence level) for all the parameters (CQ, CI, CQP, CIP, and
CR) which revealed significant difference of EGG parameters in
trained and untrained singers for singing task as well as speech task.

Discussion
Contact Quotient (Singing task): The EGG CQ is sometimes also
referred to as “Closed Quotient” or “EGG Closed Quotient”. The CQ
is a ratio of the contact period to the total duration of one cycle of
adduction and abduction.5 The CQ is used to compare the duration
of the contact phase to the period of the vibratory cycle.6 In this
study, mean CQ was 78.44 for a trained female singer which was
higher than untrained female singers (73.44) in singing task.
Contact quotient depends on the rate of adduction and
abduction of the vocal folds. It is assumed that higher values of
CQ in trained singers have higher rate of glottis abduction and
adduction. In singing task, the rate is modulated by higher mean
values of CQ observed in singing task for both trained and untrained

Table 1: Mean and SD of each EGG parameters for untrained singers
Parameters

Tasks

Mean

Standard deviation

Min

Max

Contact quotient

Singing task
Speech task
Singing task
Speech task
Singing task
Speech task
Singing task
Speech task
Singing task

73.44
67.91
−0.25
−0.14
3.92
2.95
10.30
9.37
59.99

0.84
1.64
0.03
0.01
0.55
0.48
3.63
1.11
0.89

52.32
48.61
−0.11
−0.08
0.90
0.71
7.85
6.03
45.67

80.24
81.30
−0.47
−0.29
5.71
4.92
15.13
15.44
66.27

Speech task

46.46

2.52

39.06

61.34

Contact index
Contact quotient perturbation
Contact index perturbation
Contact ratio
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Table 2: Mean and SD of each EGG parameters for trained singers
Parameters

Subjects

Mean

Standard deviation

Min

Max

Contact quotient

Singing task
Speech task
Singing task
Speech task
Singing task
Speech task
Singing task
Speech task
Singing task

78.44
76.29
−0.36
−0.27
3.03
1.73
9.39
7.98
63.82

1.59
1.06
0.03
0.04
0.28
0.24
1.50
2.96
0.71

50.03
51.14
−0.13
−0.10
1.01
0.82
5.44
4.92
42.80

88.13
84.77
−0.68
−0.55
5.39
3.34
13.21
11.65
77.14

Speech task

55.29

1.52

43.71

67.29

Contact index
Contact quotient perturbation
Contact index perturbation
Contact ratio

Table 3: Comparison of EGG parameters between untrained and trained singers in singing task
Subjects

Parameters

df

t-value

p-value

Interpretation

Untrained and trained singers
Untrained and trained singers
Untrained and trained singers
Untrained and trained singers

Contact quotient
Contact index
Contact quotient perturbation
Contact index perturbation

58
58
58
58

−15.26
−15.13
−7.79
−12.77

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Significant difference
Significant difference
Significant difference
Significant difference

Untrained and trained singers

Contact ratio

58

−18.39

0.00

Significant difference

Table 4: Comparison of EGG parameters between untrained and trained singers in speech task
Subjects

Parameters

df

t-value

p-value

Interpretation

Untrained and trained singers
Untrained and trained singers
Untrained and trained singers
Untrained and trained singers

Contact quotient
Contact index
Contact quotient perturbation
Contact index perturbation

58
58
58
58

−18.15
−23.54
−12.57
−37.89

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Significant difference
Significant difference
Significant difference
Significant difference

Untrained and trained singers

Contact ratio

58

−13.29

0.00

Significant difference

singer’s voice. This can be assumed that trained singer’s voice used
a technique which is known as “Vibrato.” It is the oscillation and
modulation of sustained tone. A healthy vibrato occurs at the rate
of six to eight oscillations per second in singers, which is higher
than the normal individuals. It is commonly used in all styles of
music, and is great for placing an emphasis on significant words of
a musical piece.7 Thus CQ values are assumed to be higher due to
more oscillations of the vocal folds.
Howard studied on closed quotient through EGG measures to
differentiate between trained and untrained female singers with the
task vowel /a/ sung by trained and untrained singers. Results showed
CQ values occurred in the higher pitches above B4 in trained singers
group. Therefore, it was suggested that CQ values could be useful
parameters to determine efficiency of singing training as it is related to
the higher oscillation of vocal folds. Glottis abduction and adduction
rates were varied with reference to different vowels’ production.8
Wang and Zhang measured CQ in acoustic test of vowels like /e,
/a/, /o/, which were sung by 10 opera singers aged between 20 and
64 years and measured through Dr. Speech version 4.0 software
and result showed statistical significance of CQ values in different
vowels singing task.9
Contact Quotient (Speech task): Contact quotient mean (76.29)
of trained female singers was also higher than CQ mean (67.91) of
untrained female singers in speech task. The significant differences of
CQ in aspects of singer’s voice can be explained in terms of laryngeal
physiology. Contact quotient in singing training/experience could

be interpreted in terms of a more physically efficient voice usage as
follows: (a) the time for which an acoustic path to the lungs via an
open glottis exists is reduced, resulting in a reduction in the total
acoustic energy transmitted to the essentially anechoic environment
of the lungs (known as subglottal damping) where it would be lost to
the listener, (b) less stored lung air is vented in each cycle due to the
decreased open phase, thereby improving the efficiency of power
source usage and enabling notes to be held for a longer time, and
(c) the perceived voice quality is less breathy.8
The increased CQ values in trained singers may be effects
of training on singing and the experiences of vocal exercises.
Cecconello, Salvador, and Córdoba analyzed the efficiency of
qualitative and quantitative parameters of the EGG in among
different singing style and experience. It was found higher values
of CQ in the group of higher singing exposure.10
Contact quotient values must be decreased according to aging
due to physiological changes of vocal fold apertures. Watson and
Bier studied the significance of CQ values in different vowels at
different age levels. It was found that CQ decreases in the aging
voice. It may be the result of losing elasticity of the ligaments in vocal
folds resulting in lower rate of glottis abduction and adduction.
Further studies must be required to find significance of CQ values
in perspectives of age compared with untrained singers.11
Contact index (Singing task): Contact index mean of (0.3583)
trained female singers was also higher than CI mean (0.2463) of
untrained singers in singing task. The results showed that trained
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singers have significantly higher CI values for both speech task and
singing task. Contact index is defined as the difference between
increasing and decreasing of vocal folds contacts in vocal folds
vibration. Contact index reflects the symmetry of the contact phase,
is thought to reflect vocal fold tonus, and to be particularly sensitive
to mucosal dynamics within the vertical plane.12
Contact index mean values were slightly higher in the singing
task as the participants sung the vowel /a/ and it required more
energy. Through the practice of singing singers were able to
manipulate glottis abduction and adduction more than untrained
singers. It may reflect reasons of higher values of CI mean in
singing task.
Herbst and Sevec studied on CI values between trained singer
and nonsingers. Four vowels were sung by their participant in
chest and falsetto register. Trained singers showed higher values
of CI in two types of register. They concluded that exercise enable
the singers to separately manipulate cartilaginous adduction
and membranous medicalization of the glottis through bulging
of vocal folds. which is responsible for higher CI values in singers.13
Lankeren studied on voice characteristics of amateur female
tenors who were comparable with those of male tenors. It was
found that all subjects produced CI of 60% or higher in singing with
a loud chest voice. There was more variance between the individuals
than between groups of male and female singers. Thus the present
study assumes that CI is a useful parameter of EGG, which can vary
in terms of dynamic variation and tonality of the voice.14
Contact index (Speech task): Contact index mean (0.2760) of
trained female singers was also higher than CI mean (0.1143) of
untrained singers in speech task. The present study focuses on the
significance of CI value in terms of vocal folds physiology. Decrease
in the CI values suggests an asymmetry vocal fold physiological
adjustment.15 Trained singers’ voice has more dynamic variations
and tonality than untrained singers’ voice.16 Thus its is assumed
that trained singers have slightly higher CI values than do
untrained singers.
Increment of the CI values was depending upon the amount
of exposure and practice strategies of singing. Cecconello (2010)
analyzed the significance of CI in two groups on the basis of singing
experience.10 They have found that CI values are higher in a group
with more singing experiences. Researchers also found CI varied
with different styles of singing between male and female singing
voices. Grawunder (2009) studied on production types of “western”
overtone singing and South Siberian throat singing. Result showed
that CI values varied in the two types of singing.17
Contact quotient perturbation (Singing task): Contact quotient
perturbation mean (3.028) of trained singers was lower than CQP
mean (3.915) of untrained singers in singing task. Perturbation
means disturbance or uneasy. Contact quotient perturbation is
defined as the amount of the values of vocal folds uneasiness or
disturbance in one cycle of glottal contact and opening time. It is
the value of occurrences of perturbations in the CQ of vocal folds
vibration. Values of perturbation indicate the quality of voice and
lower values of perturbation reflect smooth symmetry of vocal
folds contacts.18
Singing with vowel required more energy and more breath
control. Trained singers have a control over their breath than
the untrained singers, which is responsible for reducing their
perturbations values. Increased vocal efficiency of trained singers
in comparison to an untrained one is obvious because of their
superior control over breathing and phonation.18 Specifically,
36

trained singers have independent pitch and loudness control
through regulating subglottal pressure.19 Collony et al. studied
the effects of vocal training in trained and untrained singers and
concluded that classical voice training improves breath control
by decreasing the amount of airflow and subglottal pressure
necessary to complete difficult singing tasks. 20 Butte et al.
measured perturbation features of EGG and nonlinear dynamics
in different singing styles and lowered values of CQP obtained
in all types of singing and found that classical singers showed
more flexible features of CQP and EGG perturbation compared to
semiclassical vocalists. 21
Contact quotient perturbation (Speech task): Contact quotient
perturbation mean (1.733) of trained singers was lower than the
CQP mean (2.9546) of untrained singers in speech task. Trained
singers have higher CQ values, so the perturbation values must
be less in their voice. For this reason, it can be assumed that
a singer has more stable and constant vocal folds oscillation with
less numbers of perturbation. Mendes et al. studied the effect of
training on singing voice with phonating vowels through chest
register.22 Professional trained singers were trained to distribute
efficient air flow in phonation by their training experiences, which
was the reason for reduced CQP values further concluded that
singers have more stable vocal fold oscillations with reference to of
long-term singing experiences. Cecconello, Salvador, and Córdoba
obtained lower values of CQP in their group as a consequence of
experienced singing.10
Contact index perturbation mean (93.89) of trained singers
was lower than the CIP mean (103.04) of untrained in singing
task. Contact index perturbation is defined as the occurrence of
perturbation in a contact phase. Higher values of perturbation is
the predominant index of vocal folds contact asymmetry.15 Trained
singers showed acceptable symmetry of vocal folds with reference
to contact phase than the untrained singers. Perturbation values
are found more in the singing task. Higher perturbation values
were found to be increased in singing task compare to speech
task. It would be further concluded that perturbation values were
increased with the variation of vocal folds contacts.
Professionally trained singers have significant control power
in modulating vocal tone. Many singers demonstrated improved
vocal tone production created through the efficient use of vocal
apertures. Dejonckere et al. studied the effects of music education
on children’s voice. Lower values of CIP obtained in singing task for
those children who exposed to vocal exercises. Study was inferred
that vocal exercises help to modulate tone with less amount
of perturbation.23
Contact index perturbation (Speech task): Contact index
perturbation mean (93.69) was lower than 30 untrained singers
(CIP mean = 71.78) in speech task. Contact index perturbation
values measured smoothness or regularity of vocal folds. Gould
and coworkers analyzed CIPCIP in sustained phonation task in
normal subjects and pathological subjects and CIPs were found
higher in pathological groups. Very high CIP value was indicative
of irregularity of vocal folds for pathological groups. The present
study assumed that trained singers had more regularity of vocal fold
vibratory patterns than untrained singers.24 Singers may be taught
to condition over the vocal tone production errors throughout their
practices. According to another research by Cecconello, Salvador,
and Córdoba low values of CIP were obtained in the group with
more signing experiences. Studies have been focused on how CIP
values related with vocal effort levels.10
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Huang, Minifie, Kasuya and Lin (1995) measured CIP values
while comparing three vocal efforts namely low, normal, and high,
respectively. Contact index values were varied significantly among
the three vocal effort levels, where CIP values were lowered in low
vocal efforts.25
Contact ratio (Singing task) : Contact ratio mean (63.816) of trained
female singers was also higher than CR mean (59.988) of untrained
female singers in singing task. Contact ratio is defined as the
ratio of the glottal closed time and open time over fundamental
frequency. The present study assumed from the above results
that the amount of vocal folds contact was very high in trained
singers and may be explained in terms of laryngeal physiology.
Singers stored less amount of air in each cycle of vibration that
increased the time of glottal closure and opening so that the CR
values are increased.8 The trained singer used a technique to close
the vocal folds. This technique is often referred as a closed-throat
technique or high-larynx technique for which voice is produced
without producing excess laryngeal pressure and vocal folds
opening and closing without too much tension.26
Wang and Zhang measured CR in acoustic test of vowels like
/e/, /a:/, /o/, which were sung by 10 opera singers and measured
through Dr. Speech version IV software and significant differences
of CR values were obtained.9
Contact ratio (Speech task): Conatct ratio mean (55.29) of
trained female singers was also higher than CR mean (46.46) of
untrained female singers in speech task. Contact ratio values in
phonation task can be regulated by laryngeal adjustment.8 Values
of vocal folds contact depend on two factors (1) abduction or
adduction of the vocal folds and (2) stiffness and thickness of
the vocal folds. 27 Mecke et al. measured CR values in children’s
singing voice in speech task. Higher values of CR were obtained
in phonation task. It was concluded that the effect of training
is influenced by the rate of glottis opening and closing in
children’s voice. Studies have been carried out to focus how
CR values are related with singing experiences. Contact ratio is
associated with training of efficiency in vocal folds. 28 Cecconello,
Salvador, and Córdoba analyzed the efficiency of qualitative
and quantitative parameters of the EGG in order to differentiate
among singers with different singing styles and experiences.
They have found higher CR values in their groups of higher
singing experiences.10

C o n c lu s i o n
Electroglottography parameters were well-taken measures,
which can reflect the training aspects of singing in a very
much sensitive way. The present study attempted to find out
significance of electroglottographical parameterization in
female trained (Hindustani singer) and untrained singers. It was
necessary to determine the effect of training on each parameters
of electroglottograph. Trained singers were considered subjects
having formal training in vocal music for a period of more than
5 years and untrained subjects having no exposure to formal
training in vocal music. 29 The results show the usefulness of
qualitative aspects of the EGG parameters to differentiate the vocal
function altered by the glottal vibratory characteristics in trained
singers, from the untrained female singers. All the parameters
are proved to be useful to show differences. The quantitative
parameters with higher significance to differentiate the two study
groups were CQ, CI, CQP, CIP, and CR, which provide information with

respect to the glottis contact, the vibratory regularity, the vibration
symmetry, and the speed of closing and opening of the vocal folds.

I m p l i c at i o n
This study implicates the most significant parameters of trained
and untrained singers and establishes a valid norm for references
in terms of normative. Thus if any pathological cases it can be
well assumed that the amount of changes possible to make the
vocal pathogenesis of two groups of singers mainly trained and
untrained singer.
The study would help professional voice users to understand
the impact of training on their phonatory capability and on their
everyday speech pattern, thereby providing vocal education to the
singers to prevent vocal abuse specially in case of untrained singers.
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